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New frontiers in radiometric geochronology
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ABSTRACT. - The recent improvementS in mass
spectrometry achieved in the last decade have given
to the geochronologist the possibilitv of performing
extremely precise determinations on very small
amounts of material. New techniques in the field
of age determination can be in this way utilized,
for instance using natutal radionuclides with very
long half-life (i.e, "'Srn·,uNd TII2 "" 106.10" y) or
rndionuclides which are very rare like 'oTLu.

At the same time, older techniques ("'Rb/"'Sr)
can be employed or. nanogram.size samples; besides,
the use of panicle accelerators as high sensitivity
mass spectrometers, casted a new interest on the
exploitation of cosmic ray induced radionuclides
("'Be, "C, etc.) for a wider range of application.

Key words: geochronology, mass spectrometry,
radionuclidcs.

RIASSUNTO. _ I Ilotevoli progressi ottenuti nell'ul
timo decennio nel campo deUa spenrometria di
massa hanno ponato alia possibilitA di effenuare
misure di estrema prccisionc su quantitii. molto pie
cole di materiali. QucslO falto ha reso possibile
I'utilinazione' di I\L10ve tecniche radiometrkhe, ba
sate su decadimenti radioattivi naturali llventi ternpi
di dim=amemo molto lunghi (ad es.: '''Lu·'''Hf).

Comemporancamente e stato possibile utilizzare
le vecchie sistematiche ("'Rb-"'Sr) usando campioni
ddl'ordine dei nanogrammi; inoltre I'utilizzazione
degli accderatori di particelle come spettrometri di
massa ad alta sensibilitA ha rinnovato I'interesse
suU'utilizzazione dei radionudidi proJotti dalla
radiazione <:osmica (lOBe, "C, ecc.) estcndcndone
notevolmeme il :ampo di applkazione.

Parole chiave: geocronologia, spettrometria di
massa, radionudidi.

The title of this presentation at the
meeting on radiometric geochronology may
sound somewhat of an overstatement, but

as a matter of fact the present situation,
compared to the recent past, justifies the
existence of new frontiers. The remarkable
improvements in mass spectrametry and the
use of new techniques to study cosmic·ray
produced radionuclides have, in the first
instance, opened up the possibility to utilize
isotopic systems until recently thought to
be inaccessible, and in the second instance
made possible an increase, by at least one
order of magnitude, of the applicability
range of the geochronology based on that
particular class of radionuclides.

A simple enumeration of the new techni
ques, albeit interesting, would be arid if it
did not make connections with new perspecti
ves in research and speculation; I will
therefore try to synthesize the new pas·
sibilities open to geochronology by giving a
few examples, and keeping in mind that any
advance in this field is paralleled by an
equivalent advance in isotopic geochemistry,
which also enjoys new perspectives.

Recent melhods in radiometric dating

Compared to the now-classic methods
such as tOKrOAr, 87Rbj87Sr and the so-called
lead methods, we consider recent methods
those based on the decays of tOK to tOCa,
ltiSm to lt3Nd and 118Lu to mEf. Each
one of them has promising special appli
cations fields which we shall now briefly
review with the help of some examples.
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Rb/Sr method and applicable to the same
minerals.

'PSm/"'Nd Me/hod

Srn and Nd belong to the rare earth
group and the decay of It1Sm to IUNh has
a half-life of 106·10' a, which is the longest
among systems used in geochronology. The
amount of radiogenic nuclide produced in
time is therefore very small; hence the impos
sibility, until a few yean ago, to use this
method.

The first age determinations were per
formed on meteorites (LUGMAlll &: ScHEINlN,
1975) and lunar rocks (LUGMAIR et al., 1975)
which att the oldest available materials;
the first measurements on very old terrestrial
rocks (2.04 • 10'.) are due to HAMILTON
et al. (1977). The already advances in mass
spectrorneuy made possible the age deter
mination of increasiongly young rocks, and
this method was employed to date recent
ophiolitic complexes (McCULLOCH et al.,
1981) (6g. 2).

This is probably the most interesting ap
plication of this dating system, Le. the pos
sibility to determine the age of basic and

Fig. 2. - "'Ndl'''Nd VI '''Sml'''Nd for plagiodue
(PI), whole rock (WR) and dinopyroxene (Cpx)
from a gabbro of the Ibfl section (Samail Ophiolite).
1be SmNd isolopic system seems to be essentially
unaffecled by seawaler interaClion allowing the
possibility of age determination of ophiolitk com
p!exe5. From McCULLOCJI c:t al. (1981) slighdy
modilKd.
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IfK/~'C{l Method

Even if this age determination method
cannot be considered as new (t~ first
pioneering applications date back to 1958:
POLEVAYA et al.), it was little employed
owing to the difficulties of precisely deter
mining the small amounts of 4°Ca proclu~

by the radioactive decay of 4°K compared
to that already present in mineral and rocks
samples (of the six naturally occurring Ca
isotopes, 40Ca represents 96.94 1)"0). Only
recently, following the research by RUSSELL
et al. (1978) and the remarkable improve
ments in solid state mass spectromctry, has
it been possible to obtain good results on
common minerals with this method. The
first data were obtained by MARSHALL &

DE PAOLO (1981, 1982) who used the
isochron technique on separated minerals to'
determine the age of the Pikes Peak granitic
intrusion (fig. 1); they obtained results
agreeing with previous Rb/Sr and U/Pb
age determinations. The relatively short life
of tOK and the production of a non volatile
daughter makes this method suitable for the
age determinations of sedimentary rocks
containing authigenic potassium minerals;
moreover, the fact that K and Ca are major
constituents of several common minerals
makes this method complementary to the

Fig. I. - -u./-c.. vs -K./-e. for plqioclase {PIl,
wboJe rock (WR) p()Iusium feldspar (Kf) and
biotiu: (Ri) from Pikes Peak granite. The isochron
age of 1041 ± 32 Ma is in sood ~I with
p~iowly published results. From M"UHALL •
DE PAOLO (1982) sl.ishdy modified.
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age (fig, 3) agrees with those already obtained
with the Rb/Sr and Pb merhods, and thus
demonstrates the possibility to date whole
rocks with this technique.

As pointed out earlier, the precision and
~nsitiviry achieved today by mass spectro
metry also entails the possibility to ~rform

measurements 00 microscopic amounts of
material, even on nanogram-sized samples.
In a recent work (1981), PAPANASTASSIOU
& WASSERBURG obtained a Rl1jSr isochron
using five samples weighting 6 . 10-' g and
caUed this isochron a «microchron.. The
used material is a lunar basalt, already dared
with routine methods. These special techni·
ques can also be used on terrestrial materials
to solve special problems. One of them is
the dating of mineralization, which usually
do not contain minerals suitable for age
determination.

SHEPHERD'" DARBYSHIRE (1981) utilized
successfully the fluid microinclusions con
tained in quartz crystals associated with
sulphide mineralization. These inclusions ran·
ge in size between' and 30 IJ.m and contain
Rb and Sr in a comparatively high ratio, but
in extremely low amounts, just of the order
of nanagrams.

Fig. 4. - "'Sr/"'Sr vs "Rb/"'Sr for wnples of Ouid
inclusions in quart% horn the Carrod; FeU tungsten
~in deposits (Cumbria). Auid inclusions in quam
beha~ as dosed SYSlcrnS, with f,,'ourabJe "'Rbr'Sr
faoO$ as an be J«rI from the diagmn. 1be age
result i$ in good tgrecmenl wilh lhe mean K/Ar
age obtained from vein micas of the same mi,
neralization (J87 ± 6 Ma). From SHEPAaJ) and
DnnsHII£ (1981) slightly modified.
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mLujlUH/ Method

The application of this decay to gec
chronology is still at the beginning; very
interesting results were obtained on meteori
tes and lunar rocks (PATCHETT & TATsu
MOTO, 1980), The long half-life (JO.J·I0' a)
and the very low natural abundance of
mLu confine this method to very old rocks,
which can generaUy be easily dated with
other methods, To data, one whole-rock
isochron obtained wilh this method was
reported, on Amitsoq gneiss samples (PET
TINGILL 6< PATCHET, 1981); the resulting

Fig. J. - "'Hf/'''Hf vs '''Lu/'''Hf for samples of
totlll rotks and zircons of the Amiuoq gneiss
(Greenland). Zircon samples, with 11 very low
Lu/Hf ratios, are represented by black doll. 'The
age of l~Xl Ma is in good agreement with the
results previousl obtained by Rb/Sr and U/Pb
methods. From Pr.rrINGJLL " PATCll£TT (1981)
slightly modified.

0.2820

ultraoosic rocks, which has always been a
difficult problem with the other well-known
methods. This is due to the cohe~t geo
chemical behaviour of Srn and Nd: lhese
elementS a~ comparatively immobile, even
after a metamorphic evenl, contrary 10 the
Rb/Sr pair, which generally do not manage
to behave like a closed system in basic and
uh.rabasic rocks under metamorphic con
ditions and the~fore forbid the construction
of isochrons (which in itself is difficult owing
to the low Rb/Sr ~atios characterizing these
rock IYpes).
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These authors nevertheless obtained an
isochron yielding an age in accordance with
previously known data (6g. 4 l.

Radionuclides produced by cosmic radiation

In the field of cosmic.ray produced radio
nuclide measurements (3H, lOBe, HC. .. ) we
observe a great increase in the employment
of these methods, following the utilization
of accelerators (cyclotrons) as high-energy,
extremely sensitive mass spectromcters
(MULLER, 1977; RAISBEK ct al., 1978).
The low.level counting techniques used so
far had strongly hampered the utilization of
these radionuclides because of their laborious
ness and of the low yield of the counting

systems. With the help of the cyclotron it
is possible to analyze very small samples
and to expand the detenion limit to several
half-lives. For instance, with the He method
it is possible to measure ages as high as
40,000 to 100.000 years with carbon samples
between 1 and 100 mg, while with the lOBe
method it is possible to perform age mea
surements of 10-30 million years with rock
samples weighting a few mg to a few g
(MULLER, 1977).

One of the most important results
obtained by this technique is the deter
mination of lOBe in island arc volcanoes
(BROWN cr al., 1982), which proved for the
first time the existence of recent oceanic
sedimentary material in the lavas of these
volcanoes, and therefore of the subduction.
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